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SCANGRIP MULTIMATCH
3 - Projector for detailing -

3,000 Lumen 
        

   

   

  

Product description:  

SCANGRIP MULTIMATCH 3 - high CRI+ LED work light with ALL DAYLIGHT, BLUETOOTH and
SPS solution 

SCANGRIP MULTIMATCH 3 is an outstanding and powerful rechargeable work light providing up
to 3000 lumen for inspection of large surfaces during polishing, painting and cleaning operations
as well as for colour matching.

The SCANGRIP MULTIMATCH 3 work light features the unique ALL DAYLIGHT function,
providing you with the option to choose between 5 different colour temperatures. And the
5-step dimmer function makes it possible to adjust the light into five different levels depending on
the job at hand.

The new SCANGRIP POWER SOLUTION provides you with unlimited availability to light. Easily
you can insert a new fully charged battery and continue the work while another battery is
charging. Or you can simply add the charger directly to the lamp to get power supply. The
integrated battery backup function prevents you from being without light at any time.

With the BLUETOOTH lighting control app you are able to control and adjust both the light output
and the colour temperatures, along with a range of other useful, wireless functions improving
daily work efficiency.

Download light control app:

// App Store - iOS
// Google Play - Android

The process to delete the pin code is:

Turn on the Bluetooth function
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Press the Bluetooth button for 10 second
The pin code is reset

Lighting solutions for the painting industry
Being the most comprehensive and sophisticated of its kind in the world, the new generation
SCANGRIP lights for the painting industry are made for colour matching, detailing and general
paint work and are usable everywhere a painted surface needs inspection.

CRI+ 
With our lighting solutions for the painting industry, we're making use of the CRI+ term defined as
an average of all 15 R-values. This is the only correct definition of the CRI value to be used for
accurate and reliable colour recognition.  

// The design of the SCANGRIP MULTIMATCH 3 is unique and covered by EU design
patent RCD No . 5597010

  

Product features:  

Protection degree: IP65
Type of lamps: LED
Total lumens (Lm): 30000
Length (mm): 240
Width (mm): 230
Height (mm): 104
Dry weight (Kg): 1.9
Weight (Kg): 5.4
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